
Glasgow (ANY)

From 
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1. When an error has occurred, the errored field: 
- Highlights to red.  
- Shows the related error message underneath the field.  
- Validation occurs as above.  
 
2. When an error has occurred: 
-The next or save button on that screen  
becomes disabled. 
- Show error message below field and  
disable buttons until error is resolved. 
- On resolution of error, remove error  
message and enable buttons.

1. Only digits can be entered in the input field. Any other character (eg. symbols or letters) can 
not be entered in the input field. If the user enters a value higher  
than the maximum (determined by airline), then the value is automatically  
changed to the maximum when the user validates the input field. Conversely the  
opposite behaviour is applied if the user tries to enter a value lower than the  
minimum (0)  
 
The input field is edited directly on desktop. On tablet / mobile, a native numerical virtual 
keypad is opened when selecting the input field. 
 
2. Pressing the minus button decreases by one the value of the stepper in the  
input field until the minimum is reached.  And conversely the opposite behaviour is applied if 
the user selects the plus button.

20

User brought to previous section. Remember data every time. Homepage included

User brought to homepage. Data saved 

VIP

$60
PLUS

$50
BASIC

$25

Unavailable class type in Fare type selection

OUTBOUND FLIGHT

Thu 20 Dec
from

$25
Fri 22 Dec

$55
Sat 23 Dec

$85
Sun 24 Dec

$60
Mon 21 Dec

$35
Sun 16 Dec

$55
Mon 17 Dec

$85
Tue 18 Dec

$60
Wed 19 Dec

$35

Unavailable date in inbound or outbound selection



0.5 01 Select inbound

05. Inbound and Outbound 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.5 02 Select_fares

0.5 03 Fare_validation

0.5 04 Fare_confirmation

Airplane moves along with the process along with 
the highlighted line. Circle In between gets filled up  
at the end of the section

On selection user brought to a new inbound selection for 
the selected date. In this case is Sat 23 Dec. 
 
Validation occurs when the selected date ( in this case 
Sat 23 Dec) goes In the blue box in the middle. 
Fonts increase by 6 pixels. Change to color white. 
 
On selection of new dates, calendar expands to new dates. 
In this case it would show from 18th December to 
December 27th. 
 
If date Is not available. it cannot be selected, and  
needs to be grayed out.

On selection calendar scolls to the left. 
 
Each time the arrow is clicked, one new date at the time  
is shown, and user can reach all dates until flights stop 
being available. Main date in the middle changes with it.  
And conversely the opposite behaviour is applied if the 
 user selects the left arrow button.

4

4

All flights need to prioritized by time and price. Only  
show 3 direct flights at the cheapest rate in numeric order. 
If direct flights are not available, also show flights with 
stopovers.  
 
While hovering in these sections, The whole area 
should seem clickable.  
 
On selection of the flight. field becomes highlighted.  
See 0.5 02 Select_fares 
 
Validation occurs when 0.5 02 Select_fares shows

Do not show this option "see more flights" 
 if there is only 3 or fewer flights available on that day. 
 
On Selection, user is presented 10 more flights. All flights 
need to be listed in numerical price of order and whether 
they are direct or not. Every 10 new flights, button "see 
more flights" is shown again with same function 
 
Validation of this action occurs when more flights appear

On selection user is brought to 0.6 01 Fare_types

If class type is available. User brought to 
0.5 03 Fare_validation.  Validation occurs when  
0.5 03 Fare_validation is shown and the class type circle  
is highlighted. 
 
If class type Is not available. it cannot be selected. It 
needs to be grayed out. see annotated notes

On selection, box got bigger. Font increased. symbols  
are slightly bigger as well. Circle is highlighted

On selection user brought to 0.5 04 Fare_confirmation



0.1 01 Homepage_no info

01. Homepage 16/01/2020 Fly UX

0.1 02 Homepage_with info

On selection user brought to 0.3 0.1 Homepage_one way 
- While hovering on "one way" it should seem clickable 
- After selection, "return" should be smaller in a smaller  
box as well. see  0.3 01 Homepage_one way

0.1 03 Homepage_advanced options

GPS activated automatically 
- On selection, field becomes empty and highlighted. 
Have cursor in selected state.  
- Mobile and tablet devices:  Use standard keyboard type. 
- No special characters or numbers are accepted in the  
field. 
- After 3 letters are typed in, only available airports show 
 up. Maximum list of 5 airports to choose from. 
- Validation occurs after airport has been selected from  
list. 
- If user types in an airport that is not available, Shows 
the related error message underneath the field: our 
planes do not depart from the airport you chose. 
Please try another airport or choose directly from our list 

1

Same as "from"field, without GPS

On selection of the element, context  
"from" will switch with "to" field

On hover, hand should get bigger 
for selection. On selection user 
will be brought to calendar selection.

On selection, user brought to 02. Log in Page 

1. Only digits can be entered in the input field. Any other character (eg. symbols or letters) can 
not be entered in the input field. If the user enters a value higher  
than the maximum (determined by airline), then the value is automatically  
changed to the maximum when the user validates the input field. Conversely the  
opposite behaviour is applied if the user tries to enter a value lower than the  
minimum (1)  
 
The input field is edited directly on desktop. On tablet / mobile, a native numerical virtual 
keypad is opened when selecting the input field. 
 
2. Pressing the minus button decreases by one the value of the stepper in the  
input field until the minimum is reached.  And conversely the opposite behaviour is applied if 
the user selects the plus button.

The dropdown is associated to a fixed number of options 
revealed in a list when it is selected: 
1) Economy 
2) VIP  
3) First Class 
 
The text in the field "Economy" is standard, and can only  
be changed if another class type is selected from  
dropdown 
 
Validation occurs when new class type is selected from  
dropdown

- On selection panel animates to expand to open state. 
See ‘0.1 03 Homepage_advanced options open tab’ 
screen below.  
- Animation to last 300 miliseconds.

- On selection panel animates to collapse to closed state. 
See ‘0.1 02 Homepage_with_info closed tab’ 
screen above.  
- Animation to last 300 miliseconds.

On selection, user is brought to Class type box

On selection, user is brought to Age terms box

The dropdown is associated to a fixed number of options 
revealed in a list when it is selected 
 
The text in the field "please select" is standard, and can only  
be changed if another special need type is selected from  
dropdown 
 
Validation occurs when special need is selected from  
dropdown

1. Pressing the left upper arrow increases by one the 
value of hours. And conversely the opposite behaviour 
is applied if the user selects the bottom arrow. 

2. Pressing the right upper arrow increases by 15 minutes 
the value of minutes. And conversely the opposite 
behaviour is applied if  the user selects the bottom arrow. 
 
Above mid day 12:00, continue using hours such as 
13:00, 14:00, 15:00, and so on 

Validate field with departure, return dates, and number 
of nights  

On selection, user brought to 02. Log in Page 

On selection, user brought to register page 

On selection user is brought to the section "miles area" 
where there will be clear explanation

On selection, user brought to 0.4 01 Loading_page 



0.2 01 Homepage_Login

02. Login Page 16/01/2020 Fly UX

On selection user brought to 0.3 0.1 Homepage_one way 
- While hovering on "one way" it should seem clickable 
- After selection, "return" should be smaller in a smaller  
box as well. see  0.3 01 Homepage_one way

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: Use email keyboard type .  
 
- Validation occurs after cursor has left.  
   
- When input does not match standard email format. 
Error message: Please enter a valid e-mail address 
 
- If user types in an e-mail that is not recognized. Error message: 
 This E-mail is not in our system, please try another e-mail or  
register



0.6 01 Fare_types

06 Fare Types 17/01/2020 Fly UX

On selection user brought to previous stage. Refer to 
 05. Inbound and Outbound



0.7 01 Inbound

07. Inbound 17/01/2020 Fly UX

4

0.7 02 Inbound

On selection user brought to 0.5 04 Fare_confirmation



0.3 01 Homepage_one way

03. One way 16/01/2020 Fly UX

On selection user brought to 0.1 0.1 Homepage_no info 
 
- While hovering on "return" it should seem clickable 
- After selection on "return", "return" should be bigger 
at 32 pixels, with a slightly bigger box as well. On the 
opposite, "One Way should become smaller to 24 pixels 
along with the box. Use Verdana font 



0.4 01 Loading page

04. Loading page 16/01/2020 Fly UX

Fun animation should last as long as it takes to load the 
content.



0.8 01 Confirm_flights

08 Review 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.8 02 Review_flights

On selection, user is brought to 0.8 02 Review_flights

On selection, user is brought to  
0.9 01 Passenger_1_Seat_selection

On selection, user is brought to 0.9 01 Passenger_1_Seat_selection

On selection, user is brought to 0.13 01 Passenger_info



0.9 01 Passenger_1_Seat_selection

09 Seat selection for outbound 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.9 02 Passenger_2_Seat_selection

0.9 03 Return_flight

On selection of seat. User Is brought to choosing  
Passenger 2 seat. See 0.9 02 Passenger_2_Seat_selection 
 
Only show available seats. Not available seats must be 
dark. Available seats are associated with the fare type that 
was chosen.  
 
If Economy class is chosen. $10 charge will be applied  
for each person. Please add to cart. 
 
Validation occurs when selected seat becomes 
bigger and red, and the Passenger 2 becomes 
automatically highlighted.  
See 0.9 02 Passenger_2_Seat_selection. 
 
Summary of the seats shows up as well on the right.

Selection of new seats validates when seat becomes red.  
Following, With a delay of 400 ms, 
0.9 03 Return_flight appears.

On selection user brought to 0.10 01 Confirmation of seats

On selection user brought to 0.11 01 Seat_selection_inbound

Only show this screen if same seats for return are 
available. If seats are not available, do not show this pop  
up and user is brought to 0.11 01 Seat_selection_inbound



0.10 01 Confirmation of seats

10 Confirm seats 17/01/2020 Fly UX

"Confirm seats" Button only functions and appear 
if both inbound and outbound seats have been selected  
 
User Is brought to 0.12 01_Login_late 



0.12 01_Login_late

12 Log in_late 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.12 02_Login_late

0.12 03_Login_late

On selection, user is brought to 0.12 02_Login_late

On selection, user is brought to 0.13 01 Passenger_info

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: Use email keyboard type .  
 
- Validation occurs after cursor has left.  
   
- When input does not match standard email format. 
Error message: Please enter a valid e-mail address 
 
- If user types in an e-mail that is not recognized. Error message: 
 This E-mail is not in our system, please try another e-mail or  
register

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text. 
 
When Input does not match requirements below, requirements 
are not validated. 
 
Requirements are validated with green circle and a light grey  
font color every time they are met with an input

User brought to a page where they can reset their password 
type in their E-mail, and receive a new password there

On selection user brought to 0.14 01 Payment

On selection user brought to 0.10 01 Confirmation of seats

On selection, the password will be hidden with the  
following symbols * 
 
If the password is 8 characters, mask password with 8  
stars symbols: ******* 
 
On the other side, if user wants to see their password  
again, the button should say "show". Password shown.



0.13 01 Passenger_info

13 Passenger_info 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.13 02 Passenger_info

0.13 03 Passenger_info

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: No special characters or  
numbers are accepted in the field. 
 
If user types in symbols or numbers from desktop. Error 
message: Symbols and numbers are not accepted. Please 
enter a valid name 
 
Validation occurs when user has left the field

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: Use e-mail keyboard type 
 
Validation occurs after cursor has left field. 
 
When input does not match standard email format. 
Error message: Please enter a valid e-mail address

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: Use numeric keyboard type 
 
Use user's location to assume prefix. On type, chuck  
numbers in 3 parts. In uk, a phone number has a maximum  
of 11 digits after prefix. 
 
User can edit prefix if selection is made on it.  
 
If user types in symbols or letters from desktop. Error 
message: Symbols and letters are not accepted. Please 
enter a phone number 
 
Validation occurs after cursor has left field. 
 
When input does not match standard phone number 
Error message: This phone number is not valid. Please 
enter a valid phone number

On selection user is brought to 0.13 03 Passenger_info.  
If passenger Adult1 e-mail and phone number do  
not appear, selection cannot be made. 
 
Validation occurs when email and phone number appear 
and the Adult 2 field and quared button becomes 
is filled with blue.

On selection user is brought to 0.14 01 Payment



0.14 01 Payment

14 Payment 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.14 02 Payment_successful

0.14 03 E-mail_sent

0.14 04 Thank you

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: No special characters or  
numbers are accepted in the field.  For mobile and tablet: 
Use characters keyboard type only 
 
If user types in symbols or numbers from desktop. Error 
message: Symbols and numbers are not accepted. Please 
enter a valid name 
 
Validation occurs when user has left the field

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text of 16 digits 
- Desktop, Mobile and tablet devices: No special characters 
or letters are accepted in the field. For mobile and tablet: 
Use numeric keyboard type only 
 
-On type chuck the numbers in 4 parts. total 16 digits. 
For debit and credit: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx. For mastercard: 
xx xxxxxx xxx 
 
The field is validated after the cursor has left the field. If  
field is invalid error appears: Not enough digits have been  
entered. Please try again 
 
When the user enters the 4 digits of the card, the card will 
be recognized. If Debit/credit card is not recognized. 
Error message: This credit card is not valid. Please enter 
a valid card's number. 

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- Mobile and tablet devices: Use numerical keyboard type .  
- On type chunk numbers in the given format and add the slash  
(/) after the date and month have been entered.  
 
- Validation occurs after cursor has left field, when input does  
not match date format. Error message: Please enter valid  
date

- On selection highlight field. Have cursor in selected state.  
- On type remove hint text.  
- On type, 3 numbers only are allowed  
- Validation occurs after cursor has left field, when input does  
not match date format. Error message: not enough digits 
have been entered. Please try again 

On selection user brought to 
0.14 02 Payment_successful  

 user brought to 0.14 03 E-mail_sent after 3 seconds

 user brought to 0.14 04 Thank you after 6 seconds



0.11 01 Seat_selection_inbound

11 Seat selection for inbound 17/01/2020 Fly UX

0.11 02 Seat_selection_inbound

On selection user brought to 0.11 02 Seat_selection_inbound

On selection user brought to 0.10 01 Confirmation of seats


